
CS 4349.400 Homework 2

Due Wednesday September 12th, in class

Please answer each of the following questions.

1. Using Θ-notation, provide asymptotically tight bounds in terms of n for the solution to
each of the following recurrences. Assume each recurrence has a non-trivial base case
of T (n) = Θ(1) for all n ≤ n0 where n0 is a suitably large constant. For example, if
asked to solve T (n) = 2T (n/2) + n, then your answer should be Θ(n log n). Give a brief
explanation for each solution. [Hint: Only some of these recurrences can be solved using
the master method, but they can all be solved using recursion trees.]

(a) T (n) = 4T (n/2) + n2

(b) T (n) = 7T (n/3) + n

(c) T (n) = 3T (n/2) + n2

(d) T (n) = 3T (n/4) + T (n/5) + n

(e) T (n) = 2T (n/2) + n lg2 n

2. A less familiar chapter in the Tower of Hanoi’s history is its brief relocation of the temple
from Benares to Pisa in the early 13th century. The relocation was organized by the
wealthy merchant-mathematician Leonardo Fibonacci, at the request of the Holy Roman
Emperor Frederick II, who had heard reports of the temple from soldiers returning from
the Crusades. The Towers of Pisa and their attendant monks became famous, helping to
establish Pisa as a dominant trading center on the Italian peninsula.

Unfortunately, almost as soon as the temple was moved, one of the diamon needles
began to lean to one side. To avoid the possibility of the leaning tower falling over from too
much use, Fibonacci convinced the priests to adopt a more relaxed rule: Any number of
disks on the leaning needle can be moved together to another needle in a single move.
It was still forbidden to place a larger disk on top of a smaller disk, and disks had to be
moved one at a time onto the leaning needle or between the two vertical needles.

Thanks to Fibonacci’s new rule, the priests could bring about the end of the universe
somewhat faster from Pisa than they could from Benares. Fortunately, the temple was
moved from Pisa back to Benares after the newly crowned Pope Gregory IX excommunicated
Frederick II, making the local priests less sympathetic to hosting foreign heretics with
strange mathematical habits. Soon afterward, a bell tower was erected on the spot where
the temple once stood; it too began to lean almost immediately.

Describe an algorithm to transfer a stack of n disks from one vertical needle to the other
vertical needle, using the smallest possible number of moves. Express the exact number of
moves your algorithm performs as a closed-form expression in terms of Fibonacci numbers:
F0 = 0, F1 = 1, and Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2 for all n ≥ 2. (Describing the runtime using one
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Figure 1. The Towers of Pisa. In the fifth move, two disks are taken off the leaning needle.

or two recurrence relations, including base cases, is worth substantial partial credit.)
[Hint: Create two mutually dependent recursive functions with mutually dependent runtime
recurrences.]

3. Let n= 2` − 1 for some positive integer `. Suppose someone claims to hold an unsorted
array A[1..n] of distinct `-bit strings; thus, exactly one `-bit string does not appear in A.
Suppose further that the only way we can access A is by calling the function FetchBit(i, j),
which returns the jth bit of string A[i] in O(1) time. Describe a recursive algorithm to find
the missing string in A using only O(n) calls to FetchBit.
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